
US Home décor market is witnessing a robust
growth Items like furniture, textiles are
components to boast market growth

U.S. Home Decor

The trend of aesthetically enhancing the

houses has witnessed significant

popularity due to sure in penetration of

social media platforms in the U.S

PORTLAND, 5933 NE WIN SIVERS

DRIVE, #205, OR 97220, UNITED STATE,

February 9, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

According to a new report published by

Allied Market Research, titled, “U.S.

Home Decor Market by Product Type,

Income Group, Price, Distribution

Channel & Category: Opportunity

Analysis and Industry Forecast,

2020–2027,” The U.S. home decor market size was valued at $125,813.0 million in 2019, and is

estimated to reach $158,929.1 million by 2027, registering a CAGR of 8.0% from 2020 to 2027. In

2019, the floor covering segment accounted for significant contribution in the U.S. home decor

market share, and is expected to grow at a CAGR of 8.4% throughout the forecast period.

The U.S. home decor market has witnessed significant growth over the years, and is expected to

grow at a steady pace during the forecast period. This is attributed to the fact that market

players are focusing on developing eco-friendly products, owing to rise in environment

awareness. The floor covering segment occupied the largest share in the overall home decor

market in 2019, and is expected to maintain its leading position throughout the forecast period,

owing to the wide adoption of floor coverings,

The home decor market in U.S. is driven by surge in disposable income and improvement in

living standards. Moreover, the rise in affinity of consumers toward consumer-friendly home

décor products are anticipated to boost the demand for home decor products. However,

availability of low-quality and counterfeit products and fluctuations in the prices of raw materials

used to manufacture these products restrain the market growth. Conversely, surge in demand

for trendy and unique furniture is anticipated to provide lucrative opportunities for the U.S.

home decor market growth.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/us-home-decor-market-A06775
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/us-home-decor-market-A06775


Request For Sample :- https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/7140

The U.S. home decor market is segmented based on product type, distribution channel, price,

income group and category. Depending on product type, the market is divided into furniture,

home textile, and floor covering. By distribution channel, it is fragmented into supermarkets &

hypermarkets, specialty stores, e-commerce, and others. Based on the price, the market is

segmented into premium and mass. Based on the income group, the market is segmented into

lower-middle income, upper-middle income, and higher income. Based on category, the market

is segmented into eco-friendly and conventional.

According to the U.S. home decor market analysis the floor covering segment generated the

highest revenue in 2019, and is expected to remain dominant throughout the forecast period.

The flooring segment is also expected to witness the highest growth rate of 8.4% from 2020-

2027.

According to the U.S. Home Decor market forecast based on distribution channel, the specialty

stores segment was the highest contributor to the U.S. market in 2019 and is expected to remain

dominant through 2020-2027. However, the E-commerce segment is expected to grow at a

higher growth rate through the forecast period.

Based on the price, the mass segment was the highest contributor to the U.S. home decor

market in 2019 and is expected to remain dominant through 2020-2027. However, the premium

segment is expected to grow at a higher growth rate through the forecast period

Based on the income group, the higher income segment was the highest contributor to the U.S.

home decor market in 2019 and is expected to remain dominant through 2020-2027. The upper-

middle income segment is expected to grow at a notable growth rate through the forecast

period.

Based on the category, the conventional segment was the highest contributor to the U.S. home

decor market in 2019 and is expected to remain dominant through 2020-2027. The eco-friendly

segment is expected to grow at a highest growth rate through the forecast period

Get detailed COVID-19 impact analysis on the U.s. Home Decor Market :-

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-for-customization/7140?reqfor=covid

Key findings of the study

The U.S. home decor market was valued at $125,813.0 million in 2020 and is estimated to reach

$158,929.1 million by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 8.0% through the forecast period.

Based on product type, the floor covering service segment would witness the fastest growth,

registering a CAGR of 8.4% during the forecast period.

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-sample/7140
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/request-for-customization/7140?reqfor=covid


In 2019, based on distribution channel, the specialty stores segment held the highest share,

accounting for nearly half of the U.S. home decor industry.

In 2019, based on the price, the mass segment was the most prominent segment and is

expected to grow at a significant CAGR throughout the forecast period.

Conventional segment was the dominant segment in 2019, accounting for a considerable share

in the U.S. market.

The Following are the Key Features of Global U.S. Home Decor Report:-

Market Overview, Industry Development, Market Maturity, PESTLE Analysis, Value Chain

Analysis

Growth Drivers and Barriers, Market Trends & Market Opportunities

Porter’s Five Forces Analysis & Trade Analysis

Market Forecast Analysis for 2019-2025

Market Segments by Geographies and Countries

Market Segment Trend and Forecast

Market Analysis and Recommendations

Price Analysis

Key Market Driving Factors

U.S. Home Decor Market : Company Market Share & Market Positioning, Company Profiling,

Recent Industry Developments etc.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS?

Q1. What will be U.S. home decor market growth in 2027?

Q2. What is the CAGR of U.S. home decor market?

Q3. What is the U.S. home decor market effecting factor?

Q4. What are the key trends in the U.S. home decor market?

Q5. What are the segments of U.S. home decor market?

Q6. Who are the active players in the U.S. home decor market?

Q7. What would be forecast period in the market report?

Q8. Which is base year calculated in the U.S. home decor market report?

Buy Now :- https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/checkout-

final/7bae5e49f5f5eca8ac191bd69a42647b

Similar Report :-

Bathroom vanities market	 https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/bathroom-vanities-market-

A09416

Planter Market	                        https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/planter-market-A06513
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